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AFFORDABLE SUN BELT CITIES GAIN TRACTION
  In what will be known to future generations as the Great 
Reshuffling, a recent Zillow survey showed that more than 
1 in 10 Americans reported moving in the past 12 months, 
either by choice or by circumstance.
  And now, with the COVID-19 vaccine circulating and the 
economy slowly regaining strength, Zillow researchers say 
millions of additional households could enter the housing 
market in 2021.
  Among the surveyed movers, approximately 75% reported 
moving for positive reasons, such as being closer to family 
or friends or living in a desired part of the U.S. That’s a major 
cause of the Great Reshuffling, as work-from-home became 
a national norm during the pandemic and allowed people to 
live wherever they wanted – so long as they had an internet 
connection.
  So-called “secondary cities,” in fact, have seen a massive 
influx of movers looking to take advantage of bigger homes 
and larger lots for a fraction of the price they would pay in 
a metro area. Specifically, housing markets 
like Portland, Maine; Bay City, Mich.; Pueblo, 
Colo.; and a slew of zip codes in Idaho have 
become popular mover destinations since the 
onset of COVID-19.
  Zillow also reported an uptick in movers to the South over 
the past year – specifically, to the Sun Belt cities of Phoenix; 
Charlotte, N.C.; and Austin, Texas. Inversely, data from Zillow 
showed for-sale inventory climb the highest in four major real 
estate markets: Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco and 
New York.
  “More affordable, medium-sized metro areas across the 
Sun Belt saw significantly more people coming than going 
– especially from more expensive, larger cities farther north 
and on the coasts,” said Jeff Tucker, Zillow senior economist. 
“The pandemic has catalyzed purchases by millennial first-
time buyers, many of whom can now work from anywhere.” 
  Austin, specifically, could see a population boom in the next 
year, per Zillow’s Home Price Expectations Survey, which 
predicts 2021 home value growth in 20 large housing markets 
compared to the rest of the nation. The Texas capital saw 
the largest rise in median list prices for homes among the 
50 largest U.S. markets; by December 
2020, prices were already up 23.6% 
year-over-year.
  Per Zillow, more than half of Americans 
who moved said they experienced 
happiness (54%) and relief (53%) 
following their move, with nearly 80% 
saying it was the correct decision. 
About 60% said the move led to positive 
life events, such as a bigger home and 
cheaper mortgage. This data factors 
into what Zillow believes will be about 
2.5 million new households entering 
the housing market in 2021.

ZILLOW: MILLIONS WILL ENTER HOUSING MARKET IN ’21 
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Home Depot has maintained consumer engagement and 
attracted new DIYers by turning roughly five in-store work-
shops per month into approximately 40 monthly livestream 
shows on its website and YouTube, Digiday reports. Videos 
are not shoppable, but Home Depot acquires registrants’ 
first and last name and email address and rewards viewers 
who complete a post-show survey with a 15% off coupon 
for an online purchase… In a closely watched labor organi-
zation effort, Amazon workers in Bessemer, Ala., voted by 
a wide margin not to unionize. The Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union said in a press release it plans to 
mount a legal challenge to the election and accused Ama-
zon of “unlawfully interfering” with the union vote... Looking 
for new ways to keep products alive, Nike is launching the 
Nike Refurbished program, which takes returns for gently 
worn, like-new or imperfect footwear, and refurbishes and 
cleans them to be resold at Nike stores at a discount. The 
program is launching in 15 U.S. Nike stores, with plans 

for expansion later in the year. Refurbished 
products will be sold at the retailer’s Nike 
Factory outlet stores, Nike Unite and Nike 
Community stores, according to the web-
site, though most of the initial 15 stores are 

located in outlet centers... Apple is reportedly working on 
bolstering its smart home lineup with a combination Apple 
TV box and HomePod speaker, complete with a camera for 
video calls. The company is also exploring the design of a 
high-end touch-screen speaker that could go head-to-head 
with Amazon and Google devices... A new 65,000-square-
foot store in Philadelphia, which features an outdoor terrace, 
restaurants and a beer garden, will help serve as Giant’s 
urban flagship and offer a blueprint for future growth, CEO 
and President Nick Bertram says. Bertram says the Ahold 
Delhaize USA banner is also bolstering its technology and 
e-commerce footprints and increasing its focus on local of-
ferings... Clean beauty brand PYT Beauty is rolling out at 
460 Target locations, expanding its retail presence beyond 
existing partners including Macy’s and Ulta Beauty. The
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AVAILS
  Do you enjoy connecting with local business owners, 
identifying and qualifying those that will benefit from a robust 
suite of digital products? Do you consider yourself 
a digital expert with a high degree of knowledge? 
If you answered yes, please apply to join the best 
marketing team in Las Vegas. As a member of 
the KLAS 8 News Now Digital Solutions team, 
the Digital Sales Specialist II is responsible for 
assisting the sales team in generating and growing digital 
marketing service revenue for the company. CLICK HERE 

for more info or to apply now. EOE.
  KLKN-TV, the ABC affiliate in Lincoln, 
Neb., is looking for a Promotion 
Manager to work with the management 
team in the planning, marketing and 
branding of Channel 8 KLKN-TV on-air, 
in digital media and in other media. Must 
have an eye for good design, be able to 
shoot video, operate non-linear editing 
equipment and have a grasp of Adobe 
Photoshop and After Effects. Qualified 
candidates are encouraged to email 

resume and video reel link to Jeff Swanson, jswanson@
klkntv.com with the subject line “Promotion Manager.” No 
calls or in-person inquiries, please. EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

DOMESTIC SVOD SUBS EXCEED U.S. POPULATION
  There are more subscriptions to streaming video services 
in the U.S. than people living in the country. That’s the latest 
data from Ampere Analysis that shows there are now more 
subscriptions to services such as Netflix, Amazon Prime 
Video, Hulu and Disney+ than the entire U.S. population.
  The pandemic and stay-at-home measures, the launch 
of new studio-backed subscription services, and increased 
rates of service stacking all contributed to reaching this 
milestone through March 31.
  There are now nearly 340 million subs, with 57% of internet 
users saying that SVOD services are the main way they watch 
TV and movies. More than 25% of high-speed internet users 
now report using five or more streaming services. More than 
two thirds of online consumers regularly binge watch TV.
  Ampere said that globally, the U.S. has the highest level of 
reported binge watching of any developed market.
  “In 2020, pay-TV penetration dropped below 60% for the 
first time, down from more than 80% at the beginning of 2015, 
with consumers increasingly shifting to SVOD services,” 
Toby Holleran, research manager at Ampere, said in a 
statement. “Alongside growth from the pandemic, 2020 also 
saw the domestic launches of both Peacock and HBO Max, 
which grew the market even further.”
  Holleran said that as more consumers shifted away 
from linear TV and streaming service options increased, 
consumers curated their own content portfolios, leading the 
overall number of subscriptions to exceed the population.
  “In our latest U.S. consumer wave, the average SVOD 
household took more than four services, and with the 
more recent launch of services such as Paramount+ 
and Discovery+, this could grow even further as 2021 
progresses,” he said.

REPORT: DEALERS EYE BRONCO SHOWROOMS
  Automotive News is reporting that around 100 U.S. Ford 
dealers will be building separate Bronco stores, basically 
creating a third brand for the automaker, alongside Ford and 
Lincoln.
  While the publication said this idea came from the dealers 
themselves, who worked with Ford to come up with ideas for 
what these stores might look like, Ford has been pushing its 
dealers to spend money promoting the Bronco brand.
  In January, Ford Authority reported that dealers who 
invested cold, hard cash into their Bronco showrooms would 
be allocated more Broncos to sell. The 
website said that an investment of at 
least $12,500 would get a dealer one 
more Bronco to sell and there was a 
sliding scale up to six more vehicles for 
investments over $75,000. Automotive 
News says that Ford now expects around 
100 dealers across the U.S. will build one 
of these Bronco-specific stores.
  Aside from more vehicles allotted, a 
separate Bronco store would also allow 
the dealers to display and sell more 
Bronco accessories, which are a prime way to increase 
profits.

NETWORK NEWS
  NBC has greenlighted two pilot orders — a wedding island 
disaster thriller a bank heist drama. Getaway centers on a 
destination wedding at an isolated luxury resort that quickly 
descends into chaos after a group of dangerous criminals 
takes the island hostage. The small group of guests, led 
by a fearless female Army vet, will do everything they can 
to stay alive. Meanwhile, the Untitled Nick Wootton/Jake 
Coburn Project is a high-stakes two-hander featuring two 
women — a recently captured brilliant criminal mastermind 
who orchestrates a number of coordinated bank heists for 
a mysterious purpose, and the principled, relentless and 
socially outcast FBI agent who will stop at nothing to foil her 
ambitious plan.

THIS AND THAT
  WarnerMedia will bring its most popular films to movie 
theaters next year before making them available to HBO 
Max and other streaming services, reversing its COVID-19-
based 2021 strategy of debuting them simultaneously on 
HBO Max, says CEO Jason Kilar. The studio does plan to 
reduce the theatrical-to-streaming window from its previous 
90 days to 45 days... Parts shortages, led by the scarcity 
of semiconductor chips, are hobbling vehicle inventories 
this year. Supply is running more than 20% below year-
earlier levels and 30% below 2019 levels, according to Cox 
Automotive. The days’ supply of new-vehicle inventory has 
fallen every week since mid-February. Inventory levels fell 
to 1.3 million vehicles as of April 1 from 1.5 million at the 
start of the year, based on self-reported data from seven 
automakers compiled by the Automotive News Research 
& Data Center... Young Sheldon, the hit WBTV-produced 
prequel to Chuck Lorre’s The Big Bang Theory, will launch 
nationwide in syndication in fall 2021. WarnerMedia has sold 
the broadcast syndication television rights to the series in 
over 90% of the U.S., the company said yesterday.
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UBS: FAST FASHION WILL FACE STEEP DECLINES
  As more consumers become aware of the environmental 
and human costs of apparel production, fewer will opt for fast 
fashion, widely seen as the most problematic sector in the 
industry, according to a report yesterday from investment 
firm UBS.
  Fast-fashion retailers could face revenue declines of 10% 
to 30% over the next five to 10 years, the analysts said in an 
e-mailed report.
  “The compounding effect of consumers buying fewer 
items but also shifting the purchases they do continue to 

make to items that they perceive to be 
more sustainable could be severe,” UBS 
Analyst Victoria Kalb’s team wrote.
  Apparel companies, including fast 
fashion, are increasingly addressing rising 
consumer concerns. H&M in particular is 
experimenting with textiles and releasing 
eco-minded collections.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
brand has reformulated some of its 20 

existing products, added new items and moved toward more 
recyclable plastic packaging… Chipotle Mexican Grill has 
expanded its employee education benefit with a plan to pay 
100% of costs for staffers pursuing degrees in specific fields 
at 10 universities. The company will pay tuition and all costs 
up front for employees who have worked for the company for 
at least four months… Even after killing its long-controversial 
stair-step dealer sales incentive program this month, Nissan 
is continuing with a volume-based program for full-size 
pickups that some retailers say favors high-volume stores. 
Nissan is offering dealers cash incentives based on the 
number of Titan pickups they sell. Under the program that 
runs through May 3, stores can earn up to $4,000 per pickup, 
depending on how many Titans they sell.
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People ask if I’m worried 
about growing a third 
arm after getting the 
vaccine. Honestly, I 

could use more hands.

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

STUDY: ONLINE, IN-STORE WORKING IN TANDEM
  Online and in-store channels are complementary, not 
competing, elements of the path to purchase, Chain Store 
Age reports.
  According to survey of 1,048 holiday shoppers from digital 
marketing firm Silverback Strategies, more than 83% of 
respondents purchased gifts online during the 2020 holiday 
season. For consumers who spent more than $500 on 
holiday gifts, that number jumps to 94%. 
  However, not all of these online shoppers went exclusively 
to e-commerce giants like Amazon. In fact, more than half 
of respondents who purchased holiday 
gifts online said they visited the website 
of a retail store.
  Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, retail 
stores still saw considerable foot traffic. 
Three in four respondents shopped at 
a physical store location. Of this group, 
nearly 80% made traditional in-store 
purchases. Others used omnichannel 
curbside pickup and buy-online-pick-up-
in-store (BOPIS) services.
  Among respondents who did not visit 
a brick-and-mortar store during the holiday season, top 
reasons for avoiding in-person shopping were fear of 
contracting COVID-19 (56%), shopping on e-commerce 
websites was more convenient (48%), and not wanting to 
deal with COVID-19 safety protocols (32%).

FOR SMALL BUSINESSES, COVID PAIN PERSISTS
  Small business closures across the U.S. and the world 
are creeping back toward their pandemic peaks, according 
to a report from Facebook and the Small Business 
Roundtable.
  “It continues to be a very painful time for small businesses,” 
John Stanford, co-executive director of the Small Business 
Roundtable, told CNBC last week.
  The report, which surveyed more than 35,000 small and 
medium-size businesses across the world, found that 22% 
of U.S. small businesses were closed in February. Those 
figures were up from October’s 14%. At the peak in May, the 
pandemic saw 23% of small and medium-size businesses 
closed — only 1 percentage point higher than the current 
closure rate.
  While the overall closures are nearing COVID highs, 
the report found that different areas of the U.S. were 
experiencing varying degrees of difficulty. Some states, 
like Maine, Idaho and Colorado, were seeing 9%-10% 
closures, while others like New York, Pennsylvania, and 
Massachusetts were seeing at least 30% closed.

LUXURY AUTO SALES REACHING HISTORIC HIGHS
  Luxury brands raced out of the gates in the first quarter, 
a time of year when they typically underperform following 
their seasonal year-end marketing programs, Automotive 
News reports.
  Overall, U.S. luxury sales rose 20% to 547,903 cars and 
light trucks in the quarter, significantly outperforming the 
broader industry’s 12% increase.
  With the premium surge, the annualized light-vehicle sales 
pace in March jumped to 18.1 million, according to Motor 
Intelligence.


